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ON D1STRIBUTlVE AND MODULAR NEARLATTlCES 

By Juhani Nieminen 

1. lntroduction and basic concepts 

A meetsemilattice S, where any tWQ elements b and c have a least upper 

bound b\ / c whene,'er there is an upper bound for b and c in S is called in [3) 

a nearlattice. As reported in [3] , nearlattices constitute a natural generalization 

of Jattice‘ and their ideaJs provide a handy t∞J for anaJyzing nearlattices 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the structure of nearlattices by means 

。f appropriate aJgebras, ideaJι duaJ ideaJs and muJtipJicative cJosure operators, 

At first we consider an aJgebra as∞ciated with a nearJattice N. Because N 

is a meetsemilattice. we define b/ \ c=gJb{b,c}, the greatest Jower bound of b 

and c, for any two b, cEN. Further, if there is an element d"";2:.b, c in N , we 

define bV c= J",b (b, c}, the Jeast up야r bound of b and c. If the set ub{b, cJ is 

empty, we define bV c=b^ c. Thus a nearJattice N is an aJgebra with two 

binary operations V and ^. The pro야rties of the opera tions characterize a 

nearJattice compJeteJy as stated in the foJJowing two Jemmas 

LEMMA 1. Let the Þoset (P, 으) be a nearlattice‘ Then the nearlattice (P, V , 
A ) = N is an algebra with oþera/iolls /\ and V , where aj\ b=glb (a, bJ and aV b= 

lub (a,b) whenever ub (a,b) 1=Ø and otherwise aV b= a^ b, satisfying the Jollowing 
þroþerties for all a, b, cEP 

(1) a/ \ a=a; 

(2) a/\ b=b/ \ a , 
(3) a/ \ (b/ \ c) = (a / \ b) / \ c; 

(1') aV a= a; 

( 2' ) a\ / b=bV a; 

(4) ;J a1=b, c/ \ a= a and c^ h= b, then aj\ b1=aV b; 

(5) if aV c= bV c= c, then (aV b) V c= aV {bV c); 

(6) ;J aV b= c, or iJ aV b1=c and cV {aV b) 1=c/ \ (aV b) , then (a^ b) / \ ({aV b)Vc) 

= a/\ b; 

(7) a^ b=a_V b= b. 

PROOF. (1 ), (2) and (3) follow from the fact that (P, 늘 ) is a meetsemilattice. 

(1') and (2 ' ) are trivia l. In (4) c^ a=a and c/\ b=b impJy that cEub(a, b) in 

(P，~ )， whence aV b=Jub{a,b). Now, when a1=b, glb{a,b) n Jub(a,b)=Ø, and 
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thus a/\ b* aV b. If aV b= c in (6) , then obviously (a^ b) ^ ((aV b) / \ c)=a/\ b 

If aV b* c and cV (aV b) * c/ \ (aV b) , then ub{aV b,c1 =ø and thus ((aVb)Vc)츠 

a\ / b in (P, ;::: ). This implies (a^ b) ^ ((aV b)V c) = a^ b, and (6) follows 

We show next the validity of (7). If a^ b= a, then a5,þ in (P , 므)， and thus 

aV b= lub{a, bl = b. This proves => ; the proof for <= is similar when lub{a, bl * 91. 

So let lub{a, bl = 91 , and thus b=aVb=a;이b ， whence bEglb{a, b} and b5,a in 

(P, 르 ). But then aElub{a, b} * 91 , which is a contradiction. Hence (7) holds 

At last we prove (5). When aV c=bV c=c, then a,b5,c, and thus aV b= lub 

{a, b} 5,c. Then, in particular, (aV b)V c=c= aV c= aV (bV c). 

LE끼MA 2. IJ (P, V , ^) is an algebra with binary operations V and ^ satisfying 

(1)-(7), (1’ ) and (2') , i. e. a ηearlattice， then a l\b= a{，::} a드b determines a partial 

order on P Qlld the þoset (P， ~ ) is a ll~arlattice. If the 끼earlattice (p， ~ ) determines 

a nearlattice (P, V , ^ ) =N, an찌t써d iσJ N det“enm 

t“hen (P , ~는즈긴) = (P，’ ;;;:;) . IHoreoverη’ tσJ (P ,’ 2) det“ern끼m’”씨l“…;，띠’nκesa ’llear시'1μatμtμlκce (P ,’ U , n )= N' , 
t샤hen N = N' . . 

PROOF. According to (1 )-(3) the relation르given by the rule “a드b융a^b= 

a" is a partial order on p , and a^ b=glb{a, b) in the poset (P, 는) derived 

from (P, V , ^ ). So it remains to show that a\ / b= lub{a, b} if ub{a, bJ * 91. If 
a=b , then aV a=a=lub{a,b}. Hence we assume that a* b and aV b* a/ \ b; (4) 

contradicts the assumption that aV b=a/ \ b and ub{a, b} *91 for a* b. By (6) we 

obtain now that a^ (aV b)=(a^ a) ^ ((aV a) V b)=a^ a=a, whence a5,aV b. 

Similarly we see that b드aVb. Thus a\/bEub{a, b} * 91 . If now there is an 

element c;:::a,b, then by (5) we see that (a\ / b) \ / c= aV (bV c)=aV c=c , whence 

aV b= lub {a,b}. The assertion (P, 츠)=(P， 2) follows now from the equivalences 

a드b융a/\b =a용a2’b; also the assertion N = N' is now obvionsly true. 

In what follows, we write N= (N , V , /\ ) for a nearlattice. Note that V is 

not in general associative in a nearlattice 

2. Distributive and modular nearlattices. 

A nearlattice N = (N, V , ̂ ) is distributive (m여ular) if and only if D, and D, 
(:\1, and M, ) below hold for all a, b, cεN 

D, : a^ (bV c) 5, (a^ b) V (a/ \ c); D, : aV (b^c)늘 (aVb)^ (aVc); 

M,: a/\ (bV (a/\c))드 (a/\b) V (a/\c); ñ1,: aV (b/\ (aVc))으 (aVb) /\ (aVc). 

Clearly every distributive N is also modular and every distributive (modular) 

lattice is also a distributive (modular) nearlattice. Note that every distributive 
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meetsemilattice need not be a distributive nearlattice. The equality sign need 

not hold in Dr' D" ,11r and .11,; this can be seen by considering e. g. finite 

trees which are distributive nearlattices 

LEMMA 3. LeL N be a nearlatûce. Then Dl is equivalent to D
2 

as well as .ì/t 
'0 M,. 

PROOF. \\'e prove the implication Dl~D， only; the other pr∞fs are ana\(). 

gous and hence oll1 itted. Let us consider the expression (aV b) / \ (aV c) in N. 

Three cases arise : 1) aV boio lub(a, bl and aV c* lub(a, CI; 2) aV b= lub (a, bl and 

aV c*lub (a,c} (or aV b* lub (a, bl and aV c=lub(a, cl); 3) aV b= lub (a, bl and aV 

c= lub(a, c}. 

1) (aVb)^(aVc)=a l\b끼a^c=a^b^c'S， aV(b^c) ， because x /\y'S, xV y holds 

for all pairs x， yεN 

2) Assume that aV b=lub(a, b’ and aV c* lub {a, c) . Because N is a meetsemi. 

lattice, b^c드b ， and because aV b is now an upper bound of a and b, an up야r 

bound of a and b^ c also exists, whence aV (b^c)늘a. Now aV(b^c) 'è. a츠a^ 

c= (aVb) ^ (af:\c) = (aV b) / \ (aV c). 

3) (aVb)^(aVc)드 ((aVb )^ a) V ( (aV b )Ac) =aV ( (a^ b )V c) 

드aV ((a^c)V(c/\b)) =(aV(a/\c))V(b/\c) 

=aV (c/ \ b). 

As expected, distributi\'e (modular) nearlattices have the following structure 

THEOREM 4. A nearlattice .V is distributive (modular) if and 0시!y if the set 

(d] = (x lx드N Q l1d x드d} is a distribuLive (modular) lattice for every dEN 

PROOF. Assu ll1e that (d] is a distributive lattice for all dεN. when a, b, cE 

(dJ, then Dr and D, hold for the ll1. Assu ll1e now that a, b and c are three 

ele ll1ents such that there is no (d] in N containing them. When proving the 

val idity of Dr for a,b and c two cases arise: 1) bV c* b/\ c and 2) b\ / c=b^ c. 

When 2) holds we obtain : a/\ (bV c) = a^ (b ^ c) = (a^ b )^ (a^ c) 'S, (a^ b) V (a^ c). 

When 1) holds we write t =a/ \ (bV c) . Clearly t ， b ， c ， a/\cε(bVcJ . In the lattice 

(b AcJ 、.ve obtain now: a^ (bV c) = 1/ \ (bV c) =(1 /\ b)V(lAc) =(a ,̂ Þ) V (a /\ c) . 

Thus Dl holds and by Lemma3 N is a distributi ve nearlattice. COnverse ly, 
when N is distributive, then the valid ity of Dr in a lattice (d] implies the 

<i istributivity of (d ] , and the theorem follows in the distributive case 

The converse proof in the modular case is also obvious. When proving the 
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lirst part in the modular case, two subcases arise: 1) bV (a /\ c)*b^ (a^c) and 

2) b^ (a^ c)=bV (a ^ c) . The subcase 2) is obvious. In 1) we write t=a^(bV 

(a^ c)) and observe that t, a^ b, a/ \ c bE(bV (a^ c)J. \1oreover, t^ (a^c)=a^c, 
and by using now the modularity in the lattice (bV (a^ c) J we obtain a^ (bV 

(a끼c)) = (a^b)V(a^c). Hence .\1, holds and the modularity 01 N lollows from 

Lemma 3. This completes the prool 

We call a nonempty set 1εN an ideal if and only il (i) and (i i) below 

hold: (i) .r ::::;aεJ implies xε1; (ii) a, bε 1 implies aVbε 1. One can easily see 

that the intersection 01 two ideals 1 and J of N is also an ideal and it is the 
greatest ideal contained in 1 and J. Hence the ideals of N constitu te a lattice 

I(N). lt is known, that N is distributive if and only if 1( .'1) is a distributive 

lattice. It is al50 known that if I(N) is modular, then N is modular, but the 

converse need not hold ‘ Thus the modular case is of interest and in order t。

give a characterization we recall the concept of a relative annihilator. The 

annihilator (a, b) of a relative to b is the set Ix너EN and a^ x ::::;b} [2J. Man. 

delker proved in [2J that a lattice L is distributive if and only il (a, b) is an 

ideal lor .11 a, bEL. He proved further that L is modul.r if and only if when. 

ever b~aJ if x드(b J and yE (a, b) , then xVyE (a, b) . Bo th theorems can be 

proved lor nearlatt ices but we recall the proof only in the m여비ar case 

THEOREM 5. A nearlaUice N is modular il and only if whenever h5:.aJ if xε(bJ 

and yE(a, b), thm xVyε(a， b) ‘ 

PROOF. Let N be modular, b::::;a, xE(bJ and yE(a.b) . Then x=x^ a::::; b. 

y^ a::::;b. and thus a^ (YV x) ::::; (a^ x) V (a! \ y) ::::; b. whene xVy드 (a. b). Conversely. 

let x.y. :EN. Thus x /\ zE((zl\ x) V (z / \ y) J and yE<z. (:1\ x) \ / (z /\y) ) . By 

hypothesis (z^x)Vy드<z. (z^ x) V (z!\y) > . i. e. z^ ((:^ x) V y) ::::; (z ^ x) V (z!\y). 

By Lemma 3 this proves the modularity of N. 

The distributivity as well as the modularity of a nearlattice N can be chara. 

cterized by means of their dual ideals. A nonempty set DCN is called a dual ideal 

01 N if (i) and (ii) below hold: (i) x ";;::, dED implies rεD; (ii) a.b드D implies 

a^ bED. A joinsemilattice. where any two elements having a lower bound 

have .150 a glbla. b) is called • dual nearlattice ‘ The dual ideals D(N) of a 

nearlattice N constitute obviously a dual nearlattice. where DV J= n (K IKED 

(N) and D. Jζ K). Moreover D;이J=DnJ if Dn J*ø. and otherwise D/ \ .J=D 
VJ in D(N). A dual nearlattice dN is called distributive (m여ular) if and only 

if D, and D2 (M, and M2) hold for all a. b. cEdN. Obviously. Lemma 3 as 
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well as the dual of Theorem 4 hold for dual nearlattices. Now we can prove 

THEOREM 6. A nearlattice N is distributive (modular ) if and on/y if Ihe dual 

nearlattice D(N) o[ all dual ideals o[ N i“s d.짜isκIr얘r““‘“t“…"ωvιe (modu씨1“lar샤) . 

PROOF. A:; one can easily see, DV J= (x l x근dl'니， d，εD， jEJ’ for all D， J드 

D(N) ‘ 

A:;sume first that N is distributive. We prove the distributivity of D(N ) by 

showing the distributivity of every lattice [D) in D(N). LetJ， M， Jε [D) . Obvio

usly (AN J) n (!.N I)*ø and hence we 찌ay assume tha t 1ε( ，\1VJ)^ (MV1) . Thus 

12 ",,^ i' and t 2 m/\ j' with mJ, m2EM’‘J'EJ and i ' E I. CJearJy t 2 m^ j , m^ i, 

where m= mJ I\ m2EM, and j and i can be ch∞sen such that j , i~d for some 

dεD. Because of the distributivity of N， 1 2(m/\j)V(m!\i) 츠m^UVi)， where 

mEM and jVi=lub{i， j}εI!\J그D*ø. Thus IE.\f\ / (J^ 1) and (M\ / J )^ (MV I ) 

5,.MV (J!\1), which proves the distributivity of [D). 

Let conversely D(N) be a distributive duaJ nearlattice. We show the distri

butivity of N by showing the distributivity of the lattice (쩌 ζN for every 

dεN . . Let a, b, cE(d), whence [a) , [b) , [c)ε [[d)) in D(N). The least element 

of ( [a)V[b)) ^ ([a) V [c)) is (a^ b) V (a^ c) and that of [a) V ( [b)^[c)) is a! \ 

(bV c). Because ([a)V[b))^([a)V[c))드 [a) V ( [b) ^[c)) in D(N) , we obtain a 

/\ (bVc)드 (a^b)V (a!\c) ， which implies the distributivity of (d) in N 

The proof for the m여ular case is similar and hence omitted 

A convex subnearlattice S of a nearlattice N is a nonempty set such that if 

a, bES then aV b, a^ bES, and if further a5,.x 5,.b then x를S. CJearly S= (S] n 
[S) and every convex subnearlattice S of N has a unique representa tion as the 

intersection of an ideal and a dual ideal of N. The convex subnearJattices S of 

a nearlattice N constitute a dual nearlattice Csub(N) , where S ,^ S. =S, ns. if l ' '-2 ..... 1 ' ' ''"'2 

s, ns2*ø. 
THEOREM 7. A nearlattice N is distributive if and only if the dual nearlattice 

Csub(N) is distributive. I[ I(N) is a modular lattice, then Csub(N) is a modular 

dual nearlattice, a찌 i[ Csub(N) is modular, Ihen also N is modular. 

PROOF. A:;sume first that N is distributive; we show that [S) is distributive 

for all SECsub(N) from which the distributivity of Csub(N) follows. Let μ T , 
VE [S). Now (T\! /JJ !\(TVV)=((TV /JJ!\ (TV V) ] n [(TVU) ^ (TV V)) = (TV이 

n (TV /JJ n [T V /JJ n [TV VJ , where (TV UJ n (TV V] = ((T] \/ (UJ ) n ((TlV(V] )드 

(TJV ( (/JJ V (V])= (T] V (U^ V] = (TV (U!\ V)] by the distributivity of l(N) , and 
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<l nalogously, [I V U) n [TVV)드 [TV (U^ V)) by the distributivity of D(N) 

Thus (WT) /\(TV V)드 (TV(U^ V)] n [TV (U^ V)) = TV(U^ V) ， which proves 

the distributivity of [S). The m여ularity of Csub(N) can be proved similarly 

Conversely, let Csub(N) be distributive. The n all dual ideals of N sa tisfy 

the distributivity l.ws and the distributivity o[ N c.n be proved .s in the 

pr.∞f o[ Theorem 6. This holds .l5O for the m여ular case. 

Bec.use • l.ttice is modul.r if .nd only if I (L) is modul.r, we c.n write. 

-coroll.ry 

COROLLARY 8. A latt ice is distributive (nwdular ) if and 0πly if the dual 

l1earlattice Csub (L) 01 convex sublattices 01 L is dist1얘utive (modular) . 

3. Closure opcrations 

1n this section 、.ve ch.r.cterize the distributivity and modul.rity of ne.rlatti

ces N by me.ns of closure 0야r. tors on N. Following Cornish [1] we call .n 

operator À on N a multiplicative closure 。야rator if the conditions (i)-(iv) 

below hold for .11 a, bεN : (1) J. (a) :S;a; (ii) À(À (a))=À(a); (iii) a:S;b implies 

J. (a) :S; .<(b); ( iv) J. (aN) = À(a) / \ À(b) . An operator π on N is call때 a transla 

tion on N if π (a^b)=π (a)^b for all a, bE N. As proved by Szász [4] every 

translation is a multiplicative closure operator On N. At first we characterize 

trees; a nearlattice N is a tree if and only if every two noncomparable elements 

haye a common upperbound in N. 

THEOREM 9. 11 nearlattice N is a tree if and 0씨y if tvtry multipltcative closurt 

cþerator ,1 on N has the þroþerty J. (aV b) :S; À(a)V À(b) for all a， bεN 

PROOF. Let N be a tree and ,1 a multiplicative closure 。야rator on N. If 
aV b= a/ \ b, then J. (aV b) =À(a/ \ b)=À(a) ^ À(b) :S; À(a)V À(b). If aV b* a^ b, then 

either a :S;b or b :S;a. When a드b ， we obtain À(a) :S; À(b), and thus J. (aV b) = J. (b) 

= J. (a) \ /J. (b). The proof is similar for b드a. Accordingly, À(aV b) :S; À(a) V J. (b) 

for a 11 a, bEN. 

Conversely, let the condition hold for every multiplica tive cl∞ure 야:>era tor 

on N , and assume that there exist two noncomparable elements a. bεN such 

that a^b드a， b:S;aV b. We define a mapping ,1 : N • N as follows: if t츠aVb in 

N , then À(t) =aV b, and otherwise À(t)=t/ \ a^ b. By a direct computation one 

sees that J. is a multiplicative closure operator on N. But now J. (a)VÀ(b)=(a 

/\b) V (a/ \ b) =al\b후aVb=À(aVb) ， which is a contradiction. Hence two nonco

mparable elements cannot have a common upper bound in N, and thus N is a 
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tree. 

The fo lJowing two theorems are modifica tions of corresponding resu 1 ts in 

[ 4J ‘ Obviously a mapping ".(b)=a/ \ b is a translation for every aεN on a 

nearlattice N 

THEOREM 10. A ruarlattiee N is distributiψe if and only if every translation π 

on N has the property ，， (aVb)드π(a)Vπ(b) βr all a, bεN 

The proof of Theorem 10 is analogous 10 that of Theorem 11 below, and 

hence we omit the proof of Theorem 10 

THEOREM 11. A nearlattiee N is modular if and 0'써 if every translation. i! on 

N has the property π (aVb) :$;r (a)Vπ (b) for all a, bEN with ,,(b)=b 

PROOF. Let N be modular and "a translation on N. If aV b=a^ b, then 

。bviously ;r (aVb) :$π (a)V，， ( b). Thus let aV b* a/ \ b and b=π (b). Now aV b?,b, 
whence ;r (aVb) ?，π(b)=b as we lJ as ，， (aVb)^π(b)= ，， (b). Then ;r (aV b)= 7< 

((aV b)A (aV b)) = π (aVb )^ (aV b)= 1C(aV b )^ (aV ,,(b)) = π (aVb)^ (aVπ(aVb) /\π 

(b)))드π((aVb)^a)V(π(aVb)^"(b))= ，， ((aVb)^a)Vπ((aVb)N)=π(a)V;r (b) 

Hence π (aVb) :$π(a)Vπ (b). 

Let, conversely, every π 。n N has the pr。야rty of the theorem. Then a^ 

(bV (a/ \ c)) =".(bV(e^a)):$π.(b) V".(a/\e) = (a/ \ b) V (a^ e) , from which the 

modularity of N fo lJows by Lemma 3. 
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